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Abstract
Recently, score-based diffusion probabilistic modeling has
shown encouraging results in various tasks outperforming other
popular generative modeling frameworks in terms of quality.
However, to unlock its potential and make diffusion models
feasible from the practical point of view, special efforts should
be made to enable more efficient iterative sampling procedure
on CPU devices. In this paper, we focus on applying the most
promising techniques from recent literature on diffusion mod-
eling to Grad-TTS, a diffusion-based text-to-speech system, in
order to accelerate it. We compare various reverse diffusion sam-
pling schemes, the technique of progressive distillation, GAN-
based diffusion modeling and score-based generative modeling
in latent space. Experimental results demonstrate that it is possi-
ble to speed Grad-TTS up to 4.5 times compared to vanilla Grad-
TTS and achieve real time factor 0.15 on CPU while keeping
synthesis quality competitive with that of conventional text-to-
speech baselines.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, text-to-speech, diffusion proba-
bilistic modeling

1. Introduction
Lately, Diffusion Probabilistic Models (DPMs, [1, 2]) have
shown good performance in various speech-related tasks such as
vocoding [3, 4], acoustic feature generation for text-to-speech
[5, 6, 7, 8], voice conversion [9], singing voice generation
[10, 11], audio upsampling [12]. Apart from high quality of
the samples they produce, diffusion-based models have certain
remarkable properties: e.g. it has been shown [13] that diffusion
text-to-speech models allow for pitch and content control during
speech generation.

The main obstacle preventing diffusion models from be-
ing extensively used in practice is their slow iterative inference.
For unconditional diffusion models it usually takes hundreds
or thousands of reverse diffusion steps to reach state-of-the-art
performance [1, 14]. Despite the fact that conditional models
with strong conditioning typically require significantly less steps
to produce samples of decent quality [3, 6], they still cannot com-
pete with conventional generative modeling frameworks such as
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) or Normalizing Flows
in terms of inference speed [6].

Since sampling from a diffusion model consists in solving a
differential equation corresponding to a reverse diffusion, one
possible approach to increasing speed of a diffusion model is to
employ differential equation solvers providing good trade-off
between step sizes of a numerical scheme and discretization
errors they lead to. Both general-purpose [15, 16] and diffusion-
specific [9, 17, 18] numerical solvers have been considered in the
literature. Among other popular approaches to making diffusion
models faster one can mention optimizing a forward diffusion
design [19] or treating the process of finding the optimal hy-
perparameters connected with the sampling procedure as an
optimization problem [20, 21].

In this paper, we test various methods of accelerating text-to-
speech diffusion-based models. Starting from the vanilla Grad-
TTS model proposed in [6], we check whether recently proposed
Maximum Likelihood Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE)
solver [9] can help to increase its sampling speed without loss of
quality. Next, we explore another popular sampling method used
in Denoising Diffusion Implicit Models (DDIMs, [19]) in combi-
nation with the technique of progressive distillation tailored for
this sampling method [22]. Finally, we experiment with a class
of approaches combining DPMs with other generative models:
GANs [23] and Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [24].

Our paper has the following structure. In Section 2 we de-
scribe the vanilla Grad-TTS and the diffusion model it relies on.
Section 3 contains the methods of its acceleration we experiment
with. Their performance in terms of efficiency and synthesis
quality is discussed in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.

2. Grad-TTS model
Grad-TTS [6] is a text-to-speech model resembling Glow-TTS
[25]. It consists of three modules: the encoder, the duration
predictor and the decoder. The main difference between Glow-
TTS and Grad-TTS is that a flow-based decoder of the former is
replaced with a diffusion model conditioned on the outputs of
the encoder aligned with speech frames by means of the duration
predictor. We use the official Grad-TTS implementation.1

2.1. Encoder and Duration Predictor

Input sequence of phonemes is first processed by the encoder.
Its outputs are then passed to the duration predictor trying to pre-
dict phoneme durations. During inference, the encoder outputs
are repeated according to their predicted durations resulting in
rough approximation of target mel-spectrograms which is further
refined by the decoder. The duration predictor is trained on the
outputs of Monotonic Alignment Search algorithm [25].

The encoder consists of a convolutional pre-net and six
Transformer blocks with multi-head self-attention followed by
the linear projection layer. The duration predictor is composed
of two convolutional layers followed by a projection layer.

2.2. Decoder

The decoder is essentially a Mean-Reverting Variance Preserving
(MR-VP) DPM described by two SDEs corresponding to the
forward Xt and reverse X̂t diffusion processes:

dXt =
1

2
βt(X̄ −Xt)dt+

√
βtd
−→
W t , (1)

dX̂t =

(
1

2
(X̄ − X̂t)− sθ(X̂t, X̄, t)

)
βtdt+

√
βtd
←−
W t ,

(2)

1https://github.com/huawei-noah/Speech-Backbones/tree/main/
Grad-TTS
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where X̄ denotes encoder outputs aligned with speech frames,
t ∈ [0, 1],

−→
W t and

←−
W t are independent forward and back-

ward Wiener processes and βt is non-negative noise schedule.
The score matching network sθ parameterizes the reverse SDE
(2) describing the process of transforming the prior distribu-
tion N (X̄, I) where I is identity matrix into that of target mel-
spectrograms. The forward SDE (1) allows for explicit solution:

Xt = X0e
− 1

2

∫ t
0 βsds + X̄(1− e−

1
2

∫ t
0 βsds) +

√
λtξ , (3)

where λt = 1− e−
∫ t
0 βsds and ξ is a sample fromN (0, I). The

decoder is trained to minimize the following score matching
loss:

Lsm =

∫ 1

0

EX0,ξ

[
∥
√
λtsθ(Xt, X̄, t) + ξ∥22

]
dt. (4)

Once the model is trained, sampling from it is enabled by solving
either the reverse SDE (2) or the Ordinary Differential Equation
(ODE)

dX̂t =
1

2

(
X̄ − X̂t − sθ(X̂t, X̄, t)

)
βtdt (5)

backwards in variable t on the unit time interval [0, 1] starting
from random variable X̂1 ∼ N (X̄, I). It can be shown [2] that
if the score matching network sθ is trained till optimality, then
backward differential equations (2) and (5) describe the same
stochastic processes and the resulting sample X̂0 is close in
distribution to the target mel-spectrogram X0.

The decoder is a UNet-based score matching network sθ
processing mel-spectrograms as 2D images at 3 resolutions by
3x3 convolutions with channel numbers 64, 128 and 256.

In [6] it was found optimal to solve the ODE (5) instead
of the SDE (2) with first-order Euler scheme and start from the
priorN (X̄, T−1 I) with temperature T = 1.5. The optimal step
size was found to be 0.1 resulting in 10 inference steps.

3. Methods of Acceleration
In this section we describe recently proposed methods of DPM
acceleration and their application to Grad-TTS.

3.1. Maximum Likelihood SDE Solver

Maximum Likelihood (ML) SDE solver proposed in [9] is a fixed
step first order reverse SDE solver maximizing log-likelihood of
the forward diffusion trajectories. In case of MR-VP DPM (1-2)
ML solver can be expressed as follows:

γs,t = exp

(
−1

2

∫ t

s

βudu

)
, µs,t = γs,t

1− γ2
0,s

1− γ2
0,t

, (6)

νs,t = γ0,s
1− γ2

s,t

1− γ2
0,t

, σ2
s,t =

(1− γ2
0,s)(1− γ2

s,t)

1− γ2
0,t

, (7)

Eθ(x, x̄, t) = x̄+
1

γ0,t

(
(1− γ2

0,t)sθ(x, x̄, t) + x− x̄
)
, (8)

X̂t−h = µt−h,tX̂t + νt−h,tEθ(X̂t, X̄, t)

+ (1− µt−h,t − νt−h,t)X̄ + σt−h,tξt ,
(9)

where t ∈ {1, 1 − h, .., h}, h is step size and ξt are standard
normal random variables. Recall that X̄ stands for a rough tar-
get mel-spectrogram approximation given by aligned encoder
outputs. The ML solver was shown to perform better than con-
ventional solvers with the same step size in diffusion-based voice
conversion [9]. Note that in the original paper the ML solver for
MR-VP DPMs has an alternative formulation equivalent to the
one given by the formulae (6-9) that we use in this paper.

3.2. Progressive DPM Distillation

DDIM sampling for MR-VP DPM (1-2) is given by the formula

X̂t−h = X̄ +
(
Eθ(X̂t, X̄, t)− X̄

)
γ0,t−h

+
(
X̂t − X̄ −

(
Eθ(X̂t, X̄, t)− X̄

)
γ0,t

) αs

αt
,

(10)

where t ∈ {1, 1− h, .., h}, αt = 1− γ2
0,t and the function Eθ

is defined in (8). Informally speaking, Eθ(Xt, X̄, t) is the best
possible guess to what the target mel-spectrogram X0 is equal
given that its rough approximation is X̄ and its noisy version
(i.e. X0 diffused up to time t) is Xt.

Recently, the algorithm of progressive distillation has been
proposed for DDIM sampling scheme [22]. In k-th round of
this progressive distillation, a student model producing samples
in m2n−k iterations is trained to replicate the behaviour of a
teacher model whose samples are generated in m2n−k+1 steps.
After each round the resulting student model becomes the teacher
model for the next round; the initial model (the vanilla Grad-
TTS in our case) plays the role of the teacher model in the first
round. After n rounds of distillation the final student model
should produce samples in m steps with the quality comparable
with that of the initial model taking m2n steps.

More formally, consider k-th round of distillation and de-
note the step sizes for the teacher and the student models
h(t) = 2−(n−k+1)/m and h(s) = 2−(n−k)/m = 2h(t) re-
spectively. Let X(t)

u−2h(t) and X
(s)

u−h(s) be the results of two
steps of DDIM sampling from the teacher model and one step of
DDIM sampling from the student model correspondingly given
that they both are at the same state Xu at time u. Then the
distillation loss is calculated as

Ldist = EX0,u

[
1

αu

∥∥∥X(s)

u−h(s) −X
(t)

u−2h(t)

∥∥∥
2

2

]
. (11)

To distill the teacher model into the student model at k-th round,
we sample ground truth mel-spectrograms X0, sample u uni-
formly from the set {h(s), 2h(s), .., 1}, calculate Xu by the for-
mula (3) and compute the distillation loss (11).

3.3. GAN-based Denoising Sampling

GANs allow to rapidly generate high-quality samples belonging
to quite complex distributions, therefore modeling denoising
distributions with GANs may lead to speeding up generation
process in DPMs. This idea was developed in [23] where DPM
reverse diffusion process was parameterized with GAN to get
rid of Gaussian assumption for the denoising distribution at each
reverse diffusion step and the necessity for a large number of
small denoising steps at inference.

Suppose x̄ is the rough approximation of the clean mel-
spectrogram x0 given by aligned encoder outputs and xk is
obtained as adding Gaussian noise to x0 in k steps according to
the noise schedule δk:

Law(xk|xk−1) = N (
√
1− δtxk−1, δt I) (12)

where timestep k ∈ [1, .., N ] (note than in this framework
DPMs are considered discrete-time Markov chains rather than
continuous-time stochastic processes as in all other sections). In
this setting, the discriminator Dϕ(xk−1, xk, k) with parameters
ϕ estimates the probability of xk−1 being a version of a noisy
sample xk denoised up to timestep k − 1. The generator tries
to fool the discriminator and to produce realistic samples x̃k−1
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by first generating x̃0 = Gθ(xk, x̄, k) and then adding noise
to it according to the distribution Law(xk−1|xk, x0) which, as
follows from (12), is also Gaussian. Non-saturating GAN loss
function is used for training in [23] leading to good results on
image synthesis with as few as N = 4 diffusion steps. As in [8],
we apply denoising diffusion GAN to text-to-speech, but within
the base model of Grad-TTS. The general approach is illustrated
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Denoising diffusion GAN for text-to-speech.

The encoder and the duration predictor are the same as in
the vanilla Grad-TTS model. These modules are frozen during
the denoising diffusion GAN training. The generator follows
Grad-TTS architecture but with twice more convolutional chan-
nels. Similar to [8] latent variable z ∼ N (0, I) isn’t passed to
the generator as in standard unconditional GANs because we
condition our generator on the aligned encoder output x̄ as in
the vanilla Grad-TTS. Mean Square Error between ground truth
mel-spectrograms x0 and reconstructed mel-spectrograms x̃0 is
added to the adversarial loss of the generator.

The discriminator is similar to the downsampling part of the
Grad-TTS decoder followed by the mini-batch standard deviation
layer [26], global sum pooling and the fully connected layer. As
in [23] all activation functions are replaced with Leaky ReLU
with a negative slope 0.2. Also, in addition to adversarial loss
we adopt regularization term which penalizes large gradients of
the discriminator with respect to its input.

3.4. Score-based Generative Modelling in Latent Space

Iterative sampling from a DPM in data space may be ineffi-
cient if data dimensionality is high. To alleviate this problem,
the authors of [24] proposed to implement DPM directly in the
low-dimensional latent space of VAE. This approach may lead
to performing significantly less floating-point operations at in-
ference while joint training of VAE and DPM makes the prior
distribution of VAE richer which results in improved sample
quality. In what follows, we will refer to this approach as Latent
Score-based Generative Modelling (LSGM).

3.4.1. General Description

Similar to [24] our LSGM-based decoder utilizes multi-scale
hierarchical NVAE [27] as a backbone model. Given a set of
latent codes {zl}Ll=1 where L is the number of scales, NVAE
can be represented as a generative model p(X, z) = p(z)p(X|z)
with hierarchical prior p(z) =

∏
l p

(
zl|z<l

)
. NVAE is trained

as a common VAE employing hierarchical approximate posterior
q(z|X) =

∏
l q
(
zl|z<l, X

)
by minimizing a negative lower

bound LNVAE on data log-likelihood log p(X):

LNVAE = Eq(z|X) [− log p(X|z)] + LKL

+DKL

(
q
(
z1|X

)
||p

(
z1
)) (13)

LKL =
L∑

l=2

DKL

(
q
(
zl|z<l, X

)
||p

(
zl|z<l)) (14)

where q
(
z<l|X

)
=

∏l−1
i=1 q

(
zi|z<i, X

)
, and q(zl|z<l, X)

uses residual normal distribution parametrization [27].
As for the DPM part of this model, it operates only on the

bottom-level latent space z1. As in the vanilla Grad-TTS, we
chose MR-VP DPM (1-2) for z1-space of NVAE: its encoder
first transforms aligned encoder outputs X̄ into z̄1 which serves
as the mean for the prior of this DPM, i.e. z11 ∼ N (z̄1, I)
where {z1t }t∈[0,1] stands for the diffusion process in the latent
space z1. By analogy with the vanilla Grad-TTS, such DPM
prior choice should lead to less iterations necessary to get to the
target latent code z10 compared to Gaussian prior with zero mean.
Also, similar to [24] we set LSGM prior density at any time t

to a geometric mixture p
(
z1t |z̄1

)
∝ φ

(
z1t |0, I

)1−α
pθ
(
z1t |z̄1

)α
where φ is the probability density function of the Gaussian
distribution, pθ is the probability density function of the noisy
latent variable z1t and θ denotes the parameters of the score
matching network sθ having the same UNet-based architecture
as in the vanilla Grad-TTS. Following [24] we make α ∈ [0, 1]
a trainable parameter allowing the model to decide whether it
needs more simple prior (α close to 0) or more complex one (α
close to 1) during training. In principle, in the former case LSGM
model can perform faster DPM inference to obtain z10 because
discretization errors produced by fast sampling schemes have
less impact on the geometric mixture φ

(
z1t |0, I

)1−α
pθ
(
z1t |z̄1

)α
for smaller values of α.

To sum up, at inference the text encoder and the duration
predictor borrowed from the vanilla Grad-TTS described in Sec-
tion 2 produce rough mel-spectrogram reconstruction X̄ which
is then passed to the NVAE encoder to get normal distribution
parameters for latent layers l = 2, .., L and the bottom-level
latent code z̄1. Then, we sample z10 from the MR-VP DPM
with the priorN

(
z̄1, I

)
described above. In our experiments we

found it optimal to use 4 steps of the Maximum Likelihood SDE
solver described in Section 3.1. Finally, we pass z10 together with
{z̄l}Ll=2 sampled from normal distributions parameterized with
the NVAE encoder outputs into the NVAE decoder to reconstruct
a mel-spectrogram.

In our experiments we construct fully-convolutional L = 4
latent scale NVAE. On each scale we apply a downsampling
layer, pass the resulting feature map into the residual block
consisting of N 2D-dimensional convolutions with d channels
(N ∈ {20, 10, 5, 2} and d ∈ {32, 64, 128, 256} for each scale
from top to down respectively) and apply Squeeze and Excitation
(SE) activation [28]. Downsampling is performed in such a
way that a mel-spectrogram of a shape 1 × 80 × F becomes
256× 20× F

16
feature map where F is the number of acoustic

frames. Next, we apply a final projection to get the bottom-
level latent code z1 ∈ R64× F

16 . Thus, our DPM model operates
on latent space whose dimensionality is ×20 smaller than data
dimensionality. The NVAE decoder pipeline is the same as the
encoder one but in reverse order with additional convolutional
modules at each scale related to conditionals q

(
zl|z<l, X

)
.

3.4.2. Training details

Once the text encoder and the duration predictor are trained in
the way described in Section 2.1 and frozen after that, LSGM
text-to-speech model optimization is performed in two stages
discussed next: 1) the NVAE pre-training; 2) joint training of the
NVAE and the DPM on the latent space.

During the NVAE pre-training we omit the last term in the
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traditional NVAE lossLNVAE (13) thus not specifying the bottom-
level prior p

(
z1
)

since the next stage of LSGM training assumes
that it could finally become any complex distribution.

The second stage of LSGM training is the joint NVAE and
DPM optimization with the following loss:

Ljoint = Eq(z10 |X),q(z̄>1|X̄)

[
− log p

(
X|z10 , z̄>1)]+ LKL

+
1

2
Et∼r(t)

[
CtEq(z10 |X),ξ∥

√
λtsθ

(
z1t , z̄

1, t
)
+ ξ∥22

]
,

(15)

where X is target mel-spectrogram and z1t is sampled according
to the analogue of the formula (3) for the latent space z1 with the
stochastic term

√
λtξ. We adapt importance sampling necessary

for variance reduction of the score-matching loss as proposed
in [24]: time t is sampled from the proposal distribution r(t) ∝
1
λt

dλt
dt

= d log λt
dt

, and Ct =
log λ1−log λε

1−λt
for ε ≈ 0 is a weight

in importance sampling.

4. Experiments
We experimented with Grad-TTS and its several modifications
and tested their performance both in terms of synthesized speech
quality as evaluated by Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and effi-
ciency. We also added two baseline models in the compari-
son: Glow-TTS [25] and FastSpeech2 [29]. We used the pre-
trained checkpoint from the official repository for Glow-TTS
and the open-source implementation available at GitHub2 for
FastSpeech2. All the models under comparison were trained on
a single-speaker LJSpeech dataset [30]. We plan to release3 the
models and the code for training and inference for Grad-TTS
modifications introduced in Section 3.

We checked the vanilla version of Grad-TTS with 10 reverse
diffusion steps Grad-TTS-Vanilla-10, the same model with 4
steps of the Maximum Likelihood solver Grad-TTS-ML-4 and
its distilled version with 2 steps of DDIM sampling scheme
Grad-TTS-Distilled-2. Distillation was performed in 5 rounds
(reducing the number of reverse diffusion iterations from 26

to 2) for 35 epochs each with Adam optimizer, initial learn-
ing rate 10−5 and batch size 16. The NVAE in LSGM-NVAE
text-to-speech model was pre-trained with Adam optimizer with
learning rate 5 ·10−5 on mini-batches of size 8 with KL warmup
for approximately 500k iterations. Joint training of the NVAE
and the DPM of LSGM-NVAE was done with Adam optimizer
with learning rate 10−5 and mini-batches of size 8 for around
530k iterations. The diffusion part in LSGM-NVAE employed
the ML solver with 4 steps. Denoising diffusion GAN-DPM was
trained for 150 epochs with batch size 28. Learning rates for
Adam optimizer for the generator and the discriminator were ini-
tialized with 1.6 ·10−4 and 10−4 correspondingly and decreased
with cosine learning rate decay during training. GAN-DPM was
trained to take N = 4 diffusion steps at inference. All the
models mentioned above used the same encoder and duration
prediction modules. It also holds for the baseline models except
for FastSpeech2 having the encoder with slightly less Trans-
former blocks and no pre-net and pitch and energy predictors in
addition to the duration predictor.

Amazon Mechanical Turk was used for MOS evaluation.
Only Master assessors completed listening tests in which they
were asked to assess the overall speech quality on 5-point Likert
scale with a step of 0.5. The total number of unique participants

2https://github.com/ming024/FastSpeech2
3https://github.com/huawei-noah/Speech-Backbones [coming soon]

Table 1: Comparison of various models

Model MOS RTF Size

Grad-TTS-Vanilla-10 4.00± 0.09 0.68 14.8m
Grad-TTS-ML-4 3.93± 0.09 0.28 14.8m

Grad-TTS-Distilled-2 3.82± 0.09 0.15 14.8m
GAN-DPM-4 3.71± 0.10 0.65 64.1m

LSGM-NVAE-ML-4 3.36± 0.11 0.18 24.1m

FastSpeech2 3.58± 0.11 0.02 34.6m
Glow-TTS 3.35± 0.10 0.03 28.6m

Ground truth 4.38± 0.07 — —

was 20. Each model synthesized 20 sentences from the test set.
As for efficiency comparison, it was made by estimating Real
Time Factor (RTF is equal to how many seconds are necessary
to synthesize 1 second of speech) and model size. RTF was
calculated on 2.60GHz Intel CPU. The demo page4 contains
some speech samples used in subjective evaluation.

Table 1 demonstrates the results of our experiments. We
can conclude that two best performing methods of increasing
model efficiency (both in terms of inference speed and model
size) are the ones connected with alternative differential equation
solvers, and although applying the maximum likelihood solver
with 4 reverse diffusion steps leads to the best performance, the
progressive distillation scheme allows to reduce the number of
reverse diffusion steps to 2 (equivalent to 0.15 RTF) while keep-
ing synthesis quality still better than that of the baseline models.
The model LSGM-NVAE combining VAE and Grad-TTS shows
a significant quality drop, however still being comparable with
Glow-TTS. Although each iteration of LSGM-NVAE requires
less time compared to the vanilla Grad-TTS, it cannot produce
high quality samples in a few steps. It corresponds well with
the observation made in [23] that LSGMs cannot solve the prob-
lem of approximating non-Gaussian denoising distributions as
well as GAN-based diffusions do. Indeed, one can see that
GAN-DPM has MOS much higher than LSGM-NVAE. However,
we found experimentally that denoising diffusion GAN gener-
ated high-quality speech only for generators of sufficiently large
sizes. Thus, despite being able to use only 4 steps at inference,
GAN-DPM is still slow and does not lead to significant speedup
compared to the vanilla Grad-TTS.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have conducted a thorough investigation on
inference acceleration methods for Grad-TTS, a text-to-speech
model with diffusion generative engine. One of the major down-
sides of the DPM approaches is their slow inference speed mak-
ing them an unappealing choice for practical applications. We
tested the most promising techniques of making DPMs more effi-
cient such as employing various differential equation solvers and
combining Grad-TTS with GANs and VAEs. The experiments
we made demonstrate that the methods focusing on diffusion-
specific solvers yield better results in terms of the trade-off
between overall quality of audio samples and inference speed.
In particular, the progressive distillation of Grad-TTS leads to
the model of high quality generating speech approximately 7x
faster than real time on CPU.

4https://fast-grad-tts.github.io
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